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SUMMARY
Immune responses to cancer are highly variable, with mismatch repair-deficient (MMRd) tumors exhibiting
more anti-tumor immunity than mismatch repair-proficient (MMRp) tumors. To understand the rules govern-
ing these varied responses, we transcriptionally profiled 371,223 cells from colorectal tumors and adjacent
normal tissues of 28 MMRp and 34 MMRd individuals. Analysis of 88 cell subsets and their 204 associated
gene expression programs revealed extensive transcriptional and spatial remodeling across tumors. To
discover hubs of interacting malignant and immune cells, we identified expression programs in different
cell types that co-varied across tumors from affected individuals and used spatial profiling to localize coor-
dinated programs. We discovered a myeloid cell-attracting hub at the tumor-luminal interface associated
with tissue damage and an MMRd-enriched immune hub within the tumor, with activated T cells together
with malignant and myeloid cells expressing T cell-attracting chemokines. By identifying interacting cellular
programs, we reveal the logic underlying spatially organized immune-malignant cell networks.
INTRODUCTION

Almost all tumors are infiltratedwith immune cells, but the types of

immune responses and their effects on tumor growth, metastasis,

anddeathvarygreatlybetweendifferent cancersand individual tu-

mors (Thorssonet al., 2018).Whichof thenumerouscell subsets in

a tumorcontribute to the response,how their interactionsare regu-

lated, and how they are spatially organized within tumors remain

poorly understood (Cardenas et al., 2021; Saltz et al., 2018).
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Colorectal tumors show a large dynamic range of immune

responsiveness, with a striking differencebetween two genetically

distinct subtypes (Boland and Goel, 2010; Li and Martin, 2016):

mismatch repair-deficient (MMRd) colorectal tumors have a high

mutational burden, often contain cytotoxic T cell infiltrates, and

have an �50% response rate to immune checkpoint blockade,

whereas mismatch repair-proficient (MMRp) tumors have a low

mutationalburdenandare largely unresponsive to immunotherapy

(André et al., 2020; Le et al., 2015, 2017; Overman et al., 2018).
ublished by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Transcriptional profiles of bulk tumors (Cancer Genome Atlas

Network, 2012; Guinney et al., 2015; Mlecnik et al., 2016) or sin-

gle cells (Lee et al., 2020; Li et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018, 2020)

have been used to classify colorectal cancer (CRC) into sub-

types, define their cellular composition, and infer interaction

networks between cell types based on the expression of recep-

tor-ligand pairs. However, these studies focused on discrete cell

clusters and did not capture the full spectrum of transcriptional

programs, which can exist as continuous gradients of program

activities within or across clusters (Bielecki et al., 2021; Kotliar

et al., 2019). Recently, imaging-based studies have highlighted

cellular interaction networks based on recurrent co-localization

of different cells in neighborhoods (Schürch et al., 2020). Howev-

er, these studies were limited by the number of pre-selected

markers that resolve key cell types but not their finer features.

Here we developed a systematic approach to discover cell

types, their underlying programs, and cellular communities

based on single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) profiles

and applied it to study the distinguishing features of human

MMRd and MMRp CRC. We identified 88 cell subsets across

immune, stromal, and malignant cells and 204 associated

gene expression programs. We revealed multicellular interaction

networks based on co-variation of gene program activities in

different cell subsets across individual tumors and imaged key

molecules for predicted cell subsets and programs to localize

these interaction networks in matched tissues from affected in-

dividuals. We found stromal remodeling that resulted in a reduc-

tion of bonemorphogenetic protein (BMP)-producing fibroblasts

in MMRd tumors and mislocalization of fibroblast-derived stem

cell niche factors throughout the tumor. We discovered an in-

flammatory interaction network of malignant cells, monocytes,

fibroblasts, and neutrophils at the luminal margin of primary

MMRd and MMRp tumors and MMRd-specific hotspots of im-

mune activity comprised of chemokine-expressing malignant

and non-malignant cells adjacent to activated T cells. Our study

demonstrates a path to discovering multicellular interaction net-

works that underlie immunologic and tumorigenic processes in

human cancer.
RESULTS

A comprehensive atlas of cell subsets, programs, and
multicellular interaction networks in MMRd and
MMRp CRC
To discover how malignant, immune, and stromal cells interact

in MMRd and MMRp CRC, we analyzed primary untreated tu-

mors from 34 MMRd and 28 MMRp individuals (with an addi-

tional lesion collected for 2 individuals) as well as adjacent

normal colon tissue for 36 of the individuals (Figure 1A; Table

S1A). We performed droplet-based scRNA-seq on dissociated

fresh tissues, retaining 371,223 high-quality cells (STAR

Methods), including 168,672 epithelial (non-malignant and ma-

lignant), 187,094 immune, and 15,457 stromal cells (Figures

S1A and S1B).

We defined cell subsets and transcriptional programs by a

two-step graph-clustering approach. First we clustered all cells

into 7 major partitions (T/natural killer [NK]/innate lymphoid cell

[ILC], B, plasma, mast, myeloid, stroma/endothelial, and epithe-

lial cells). Second, within each partition, we derived clusters

(prefix ‘‘c’’) and transcriptional programs (sets of genes with

co-varying expression, prefix ‘‘p’’) using consensus non-nega-

tive matrix factorization (NMF) (Kotliar et al., 2019; Lee and

Seung, 1999; Figure 1B and 1C; Figures S1C and S1D; Tables

S2, S3, and S4; STAR Methods). Cell clusters and gene pro-

grams were numbered independently of each other. De novo

identification of programs by NMF enabled several key ana-

lyses: (1) simultaneous identification of programs shared across

multiple cell types (e.g., proliferation, metabolic, and immune

programs), specific to a cell type (e.g., plasmacytoid dendritic

cell [pDC] program), and/or expressed in continuous gradients

within or across clusters; (2) finding of shared biological proper-

ties of malignant cells across individuals despite strong individ-

ual-specific transcriptional states (Patel et al., 2014; Puram

et al., 2017); and (3) identification of co-varying programs

across multiple tumors to find networks of coordinated cells

or states that reflect cell interactions or response to a common

trigger.
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Figure 1. Cohort and atlas of cell subsets and programs in MMRd and MMRp CRC

(A) MMR status and clinical characteristics of primary untreated individuals with CRC.

(B) tSNEs (t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding) by major cell partitions (left), tissue type (middle), or specimen (right).

(C) NMF-based gene programs can be cell type specific (example 1, pS02-Fibro matrix/stem cell niche) or shared (example 2, pTNI03-proliferation; example 3,

pEpi30-ISGs).

See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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Remodeling of the immune cell compartment in MMRd
and MMRp CRC
To understand the basis for differential immune responses in

CRC, we first compared the immune composition of MMRd

and MMRp CRC and normal colon tissue, finding dramatic re-

modeling between tumor and normal tissue and between

MMRd and MMRp tumors. Specifically, 37 of 43 immune cell

clusters (manually curated cluster markers in Figure S2A) were

differentially abundant as a fraction of all immune cells between

tumor (MMRd orMMRp) and normal colon tissue (Figure 2A; Fig-

ure S2B; Table S2). Tumors were depleted of immunoglobulin A

(IgA)-producing plasma cells, B cells, IL7R+ T cells, and gd-like

T cells, and enriched with regulatory T cells (Tregs), monocytes,

macrophages, and likely neutrophils relative to normal colon

(Figure 2A).

Therewas a significant expansion ofmonocytes/macrophages

in tumors (Figures 2A and 2B). Monocytes and macrophages up-

regulated tumor-specific NMF-derived transcriptional programs

(Figures 2B and 2C), characterized by genes that can amplify

inflammation (MMP12 andMMP9 in pM02), recruit myeloid cells
4736 Cell 184, 4734–4752, September 2, 2021
(chemokinesCCL2 andCCL7 in pM10), stimulate growth (growth

factors VEGFA and EREG in pM14), and resolve inflammation

(APOE in pM06).Myeloid cells fromMMRd tumors showed higher

activities of programs with genes in glycolysis (pM03), immune-

activating alarmins such as S100A8/9/12 (pM16), and chemo-

kines that attract monocytes and neutrophils (pM20). Overall,

monocytes andmacrophages were remodeled in tumors and ex-

pressed more immune-activating programs in MMRd tumors.

T cell compartment differences between MMRd and
MMRp tumors
The predominant change in the immune composition of MMRd

versus MMRp tumors was in the T cell compartment (Figures 2A

and 2D). Among the clusters enriched in MMRd tumors were

CXCL13+ T cells and PDCD1+ gd-like T cells, whereas IL17+

T cells were enriched in MMRp tumors (Figure 2A, marked with

an asterisk next to the cluster number; Figure S2B). CXCL13 in

T cells has been noted in other CRC and melanoma single-cell

studies (Lee et al., 2020; Li et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018) and

has recently emerged as a marker of human tumor-reactive
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Figure 2. The immune compartment in MMRd and MMRp CRC

(A) Compositional changes in immune cell clusters inMMRp andMMRd tumors relative to adjacent normal tissue. Kruskal-Wallis false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05

for MMRp versus MMRd are marked with asterisks.

(legend continued on next page)
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CD8+ T cells and response to immunotherapy (Ayers et al., 2017;

Llosaetal., 2019; Thommenetal., 2018;Oliveiraetal., 2021). Thus,

we hypothesize that anti-tumor T cell immunity may have devel-

oped often in MMRd but rarely in MMRp tumors (Figure S2B).

Programs enriched in MMRd versus MMRp T cells (Table S2E)

included two programs (pTNI18 with CXCL13, PDCD1, TOX;

pTNI06 with major histocompatibility complex [MHC] class II,

IFNG, andLAG3) with high andmoderate activity in T cell receptor

[TCR] ab- and TCRgd-like T cells, respectively, and one cytotox-

icity program (pTNI16) shared among CD8+, gd-like, PLZF+

(ZBTB16) T cells and NK cells. PLZF+ T cells and NK/ILC3 cells

were selectively marked by an innate T cell program (pTNI08)

that was reduced in MMRd and MMRp tumors compared with

normal tissue (Figures 2E and 2F). We confirmed the higher

MMRd activity of the CXCL13 and cytotoxicity programs (which

can be attributed only to the T/NK/ILC partition, allowing us to

analyze bulk data; Figure S2C) in three external CRC cohorts (Fig-

ure 2G; Figure S2D; Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2012; Joris-

sen et al., 2008; Marisa et al., 2013). Thus, in MMRd tumors, sub-

sets of T and NK cells acquire cytolytic properties (GNLY,GZMB,

and PRF1), and T cells acquire exhaustion markers associated

with chronic stimulation (e.g.,PDCD1, TOX, LAG3, andHAVCR2).

CXCL13+ T cells localize within MMRd tumors
Given the enrichment of CXCL13+ T cells in MMRd tumors and

their previous association with immunotherapy responses as

well as localization to tertiary lymphoid structures (TLSs) in

lung cancer (Thommen et al., 2018), we stained tissue sections

from our cohort with RNA probes targeting CXCL13 and CD3E.

We found abundant CXCL13+ T cells throughout MMRd tumors,

outside of TLSs (Figure 2H), which are usually found at the inva-

sive border (Posch et al., 2017). TLS-associated CXCL13 was

largely in non-T (CD3E-negative) cells in a reticular pattern,

consistent with reports of stromal and follicular dendritic cells

as sources of CXCL13 in TLSs (Cyster et al., 2000). CXCL13-ex-

pressing conventional CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were localized

outside of lymphoid structures, but in close proximity to carci-

noma cells, consistent with effector activity.

Highly altered endothelial cells in MMRd and MMRp
tumors
The stromal compartment was remodeled in both tumor types

(Figures 3A and 3B; Figures S3A–S3C; Table S3), with an in-

crease in endothelial cells and pericytes as a fraction of stromal

cells (Figure 3C) and a reduction in lymphatic endothelial cells as
(B) tSNEs of myeloid cells in all normal and tumor samples.

(C) Activities of selected myeloid gene programs with high activities in monocyt

activity in the myeloid cells of one specimen. GLME (generalized linear mixedmod

0.05. tSNEs below show program activities within the myeloid compartment. Fo

relative weight of each gene within the program.

(D) tSNEs of the T/NK/ILC cell partition colored by major cell subsets.

(E) pTNI08, pTNI16, pTNI18, and pTNI06 activities within each of the T/NK/ILC c

(F) pTNI08, pTNI16, pTNI18, and pTNI06 activities displayed as in (C). GLME FD

(G) pTNI16 and pTNI18 gene signature scores in bulk RNA-seq from TCGA-CRC

Wilcoxon test, ****p % 0.0001.

(H) Localization of CXCL13+ T cells in tumor center versus lymphoid structure

bar, 200 mm.

See also Figure S2 and Table S2.
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a fraction of endothelial cells in tumor versus normal cells (Fig-

ure 3B). Along with one cluster shared between tumor and

normal cells, we found 8 tumor-specific clusters of endothelial

cells (marked in red in Figure 3B) with no significant differences

between MMRd and MMRp tumors. Quantifying the similarity

between endothelial clusters in tumor versus normal colon cells

(using partition-based graph abstraction [PAGA]; Wolf et al.,

2019), we found altered versions of arterial and venous cells

and several clusters that did not map back to normal cells,

such as tip cells and proliferating cells (Figure 3D). Interestingly,

these proliferating endothelial cells expressed HIF1A and CSF3

(Figure S3A), suggesting metabolic and inflammatory changes.

Program pS10 with basement membrane collagens, pro-

angiogenic molecules, and a tip cell marker (Table S3) was upre-

gulated across all tumor-specific clusters, whereas a program of

interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs)/antigen presentation (pS05)

was repressed (Figures 3D and 3E), as observed previously

(Lee et al., 2020). Thus, endothelial cells are highly altered in tu-

mors, with more angiogenesis program activity and changes in

immune-related gene expression.

Inflammatory fibroblasts localize to the luminal surface
of tumors
Fibroblasts partitioned into 11 subsets, with 6 predominant in tu-

mor and 5 in normal colon samples (Figure 3B). Analogous to the

previously described myofibroblastic cancer-associated fibro-

blasts (Dominguez et al., 2019; Elyada et al., 2019; Öhlund

et al., 2017), 3 cancer-associated fibroblast subsets (cS26–

cS28) (and tumor pericytes) expressed a contractile program

(pS03) that included smooth muscle actin (ACTA2) (Figures 3F

and 3G; Table S3), with one subset (cS26, myofibroblasts) ex-

pressing it very highly along with the smooth muscle program

(pS01), which was shared with smooth muscle cells and peri-

cytes (Figure 3F).

Two cancer-associated fibroblast (CAF) subsets (cS28 and

cS29) expressed an inflammatory program (pS13) (Figure 3F; Ta-

ble S3) in both tumor types, with higher activity in MMRd tumors

(Figure 3G; Table S3). This program, mirroring those of previ-

ously described inflammatory CAFs (Dominguez et al., 2019;

Elyada et al., 2019; Öhlund et al., 2017) and inflammatory fibro-

blasts in inflammatory bowel disease (Elmentaite et al., 2020;

Haberman et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2019; Olsen et al., 2009;

Smillie et al., 2019), included tissue remodeling factors (MMP1

and MMP3) and neutrophil-attracting chemokines (CXCL8 and

CXCL1). Tissue staining for MMP3 and the ubiquitous fibroblast
es and macrophages. Each dot indicates the 75th percentile of the program

el) FDR: ****% 0.0001, ***% 0.001, **% 0.01, *% 0.05, not significant (ns) for >

r each program, the top genes are listed below, with circle size indicating the

ell clusters.

R reported as in (C).

(COADREAD, colon and rectum adenocarcinoma) specimens. Mann-Whitney-

. Left: H&E. Right: CD3E and CXCL13 RNA in situ hybridization (ISH). Scale
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marker COL1A1 (Figure 3H) in 8 CRC specimens (4 MMRd and 4

MMRp) revealed that these highly inflammatory fibroblasts were

strongly enriched around dilated blood vessels at the colonic

luminal margin (LM) of MMRd and MMRp tumors (Figures 3I

and 3J; Figure S3D).

BMP-expressing CAFs are reduced in MMRd CRC,
whereas CAF-derived stem cell niche factors are
abnormally present throughout tumors
To further understand the functional alterations in CAFs, we

compared the CAFs with fibroblasts from normal colon tissue

based on shared programs and PAGA-based similarity between

clusters (Wolf et al., 2019; Figure 3F).

We identified a CAF equivalent (cS27) of BMP-expressing fi-

broblasts (c23,c24), cells that line normal colon epithelial cells

and drive differentiation of epithelial cells through Wnt inhibition

via BMPs and Wnt antagonists such as FRZB. These may corre-

spond to the PDGFRA-high subset of telocytes in the small intes-

tine (McCarthy et al., 2020). The BMP-expressing CAFs were

distinguished from other CAF subsets by CXCL14 expression

(Figure 3H). CXCL14+ fibroblasts lined the epithelium in normal

tissues and tumors (Figure 3I). A previous bulk RNA-seq study

reported reduced CXCL14 expression in MMRd versus MMRp

CRC but suggested that this was due to differential expression

in malignant epithelial cells (Mlecnik et al., 2016). Although there

was a significant but modest (1.25-fold reduction) reduction in

CXCL14 expression in MMRd versus MMRp malignant cells,

CXCL14 was rarely expressed in malignant cells (�9.2% of

MMRp and�1.5%ofMMRdmalignant cells), with one exception

(MMRp individual C103; Figure S3E). Instead, MMRd individuals

(as well as MMRp individual C107, who had high T cell activity)
Figure 3. Stromal remodeling in MMRd and MMRp CRC

(A) tSNEs of stromal cells in all normal and tumor samples.

(B) Compositional changes in endothelial, pericyte, and fibroblast subsets within t

normal tissue. Tumor-enriched clusters are indicated in bold red. Kruskal-Wallis F

are overwhelmingly from two tumors that grew below non-neoplastic tissue and

(C) Fraction of stromal cell subsets per tissue type (mean ±SEMwith each specim

marked with asterisks.

(D) Activities of selected programs in each of the endothelial cell clusters. Tumor-e

right, with circle size indicating the weight of each gene in the program. Key edge

cluster (weights > 0.5, identified by PAGA) are shown below, and colors are mat

(E) Activity of pS05 (ISG) and pS10 (angiogenesis) in all tumor and normal samples.

endothelial cells. GLME FDR: **** % 0.0001, *** % 0.001, ** % 0.01, * % 0.05, ns

(F) Selected programs in fibroblast and pericyte subtypes shown as in (D). Show

(G) Activities of pS03 (ACTA2), pS13 (inflammation), and pS17 (BMP fibro) in fibr

(H) Dot plot showing geometric mean expression (log(TP10K+1)) and frequency

cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) from fibroblasts in normal tissue. Tumor-en

(I) Representative RNA ISH/immunofluorescence (IF) images of tumor show MM

blasts lining malignant cells, and GREM1+ fibroblasts in stromal bands reaching

malignant epithelial cells (center). In normal tissues (right),GREM1 signal is restric

the epithelial cells. Scale bar, 100 mm (except where annotated).

(J) Quantification of CXCL14+, GREM1+, and MMP3+ CAFs among COL1A1/CO

specimens from (I); Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test. Rightmost graph: MMP3+ cells

360 mm from the luminal border of the tumor); Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ra

block did not contain LM.

(K) Gene signature scores of top differentially expressed genes from CXCL14+ C

TCGA-CRC (COADREAD). Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test: ****p % 0.0001, ***p %

(L) RNA ISH/IF staining for RSPO3 on consecutive sections to those shown in (I) sh

image and top inset) but ascends far into the tumor (left image and bottom inset

See also Figure S3 and Table S3.
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had reduced CXCL14+ CAFs (Figure 3B), which we confirmed

in imaging-based quantification (Figure 3J) and external cohorts

(Jorissen et al., 2008; Marisa et al., 2013; Figure 3K; Figure S3F).

CAFs also contributed expression of stem cell niche factors,

such as RSPO3 and GREM1, which were broadly expressed

throughout tumors (Figures 3I, left, and 3L, left), in contrast to

their crypt-associated expression in normal tissue (Figures 3I,

right, and 3L, right). Specifically, in non-neoplastic tissue,

RSPO3 and GREM1 expression is strictly limited to areas below

the bottom of the crypt (Harnack et al., 2019; Karpus et al., 2019;

Stzepourginski et al., 2017), most prominently along a distribu-

tion similar to that of the muscularis mucosa (Figure S3G), as

described previously (Davis et al., 2015; Harnack et al., 2019;

Worthley et al., 2015). In contrast, GREM1+ and RSPO3+ cells

(Figure 3I,L) were found in stromal bands that reached far up-

ward from the base into the tumor body. In MMRd specimens,

these cells also occupied positions similar to the epithelial cell-

lining CXCL14+ BMP-expressing fibroblasts (Figure 3I, middle

image). High expression of RSPO3 drives tumor growth and

can arise from PTPRK-RSPO3 fusion events in a small fraction

of human CRC (Hilkens et al., 2017; Seshagiri et al., 2012). Our

data suggest that perhaps a more common mechanism to in-

crease access to stem cell niche factors, like RSPO3, occurs

via spatial redistribution of stromal cells and/or their programs,

especially CAFs.

Malignant cells are actively engaged in the immune
response
Becausemalignant cells typically group by individual (in contrast

to normal epithelial cells, which cluster by cell subset) (Figure 4A),

it can be more challenging to identify their shared properties. We
heir respective compartments in MMRp andMMRd tumors relative to adjacent

DR < 0.05 for MMRp versus MMRd are marked with asterisks. cS30 and cS31

may not be purely tumor derived.

en being one data point). Kruskal-Wallis FDR < 0.05 for normal versus tumor are

nriched clusters are indicated in bold red. Top program genes are listed to the

s (connectivity) between two normal or one normal and one tumor-associated

ched to programs with high activity in the respective clusters.

Each point indicates the 75th percentile of the program activity per specimen in

for > 0.05.

n below are PAGA-based connectivity weights > 0.25.

oblasts and pS03 and pS13 in pericytes, shown as in (E).

(dot size) of key genes in selected fibroblast subtypes. INHBA distinguishes

riched clusters are indicated in bold red.

P3+ fibroblasts at the luminal surface around dilated vessels, CXCL14+ fibro-

far into the tumor (left image). In tumors, GREM1+ fibroblasts additionally line

ted to in and below themuscularis mucosa, while onlyCXCL14+ fibroblasts line

L1A2+ fibroblasts based on whole-slide scans of 5 MMRd and 4 MMRp CRC

among all COL1A1/COL1A2+ cells outside or inside of the LM (defined as %

nk test. Only 8 samples are included on the right because one clinical paraffin

AFs, GREM1+ CAFs, MMP3+ CAFs, and all fibroblasts in bulk RNA-seq from

0.001, **p % 0.01, *p % 0.05, ns for > 0.05.

ows that the RSPO3 signal is restricted to the crypt base in normal tissue (right

). Scale bar: 100um.
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Figure 4. Transcriptional programs in malignant cells differ between MMRd and MMRp CRC

(A) tSNEs of epithelial cells by tissue type (left), individual (middle), and cell type (right).

(B) Heatmap showing the 75th percentile of activities from the 43 malignant programs in malignant cells across CRC specimens (rows centered and Z scored),

hierarchically clustered using average linkage. Gene program activity in normal epithelial cells is shown for comparison (rightmost column). Significant differences

in MMRd versus MMRp are indicated by asterisks (GLME, individual as random effects, MMR status as fixed effect, FDR < 0.05). Significant difference between

MLH1 promoter-methylated versus MLH1-non-methylated MMRd specimens is indicated with +.

(legend continued on next page)
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therefore derived (STAR Methods) and analyzed the activities of

43 expression programs in malignant cells (denoted pEpi*; Fig-

ures S1C, S4A, and S4B; Figure 4B; Table S4), which were not

specific to single individuals. We also categorized malignant

cells based on similarity to normal colon epithelial cell subtypes

to better understand their functional properties (Figure 4C; Fig-

ures S4C and S4D; STAR Methods).

Many programs were differentially active between malignant

and normal epithelial cells. For example, mature enterocyte pro-

grams were reduced (Figure 4B, yellow), and proliferation pro-

grams increased (Figure 4B, pink) in malignant versus normal

epithelial cells, consistent with the vast majority of malignant

cells being classified as stem/transit-amplifying (TA)-like cells

(Figure 4C). Among the differentially active programs, 10 showed

higher and 6 lower activity in MMRd compared with MMRp, a

finding that we validated in 3 external datasets (Figure S4A),

along with similar grouping of programs across our cohort and

in the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (Figure 4B; Figure S4B).

In particular, 3 immune-related programs showed elevated ac-

tivity between MMRd and MMRp malignant cells: an ISG

(including interferon g targets; Table S6) and MHC class II

gene program (pEpi34) was more active (3.4-fold) in MMRd

than MMRp tumors, an ISG (type I interferon targets; Table S6)

and MHC class I gene program (pEpi30) was mildly elevated in

MMRd versus MMRp (1.6-fold, also with some activity in normal

epithelial cells), and a neutrophil and immune-attracting chemo-

kine program (CXCL1,CXCL2,CXCL3, andCCL20) (pEpi06) was

higher in MMRd versus MMRp tumors (1.6-fold) and in both tu-

mor types compared with normal cells (Figures 4B, dark green,

4D, and 4E; Table S4). Thus, malignant cells, especially in

MMRd tumors, express immune-related programs that may

mediate interactions with the immune system.

Co-variation of program activities across individuals
predicts multicellular immune hubs
We next hypothesized that some of the changes in gene pro-

grams within one cell type may be related to changes in another

cell type, either because of a direct effect of one cell type on

another or because of a shared signal or neighborhood affecting

both cell types in concert.

To find such networks of multi-cellular coordinated programs,

we searched for program activities that are correlated across

specimens from affected individuals (hereafter called co-varying

programs), analyzing MMRd and MMRp separately to better

capture differences between the two immunologically disparate

tumor types. We calculated pairwise correlations of program ac-

tivities across each set of samples, using the 22 myeloid, 21

T/NK/ILC cell gene programs, and MMRd- or MMRp-derived
(C) Inferred cell type composition of malignant cells in each tumor specimen, class

cell composition in normal tissue is shown for comparison (rightmost bar). Morpho

in (B).

(D) Selected immune-related transcriptional programs in epithelial cells with signi

each program, the top genes are shown, and circles indicate the relative weight o

(global tSNE); location of epithelial cells is indicated on the right in yellow.

(E) Signature gene scores for programs in (D) in bulk RNA-seq from TCGA-CRC(C

test: ****p % 0.0001, ***p % 0.001, **p % 0.01, *p % 0.05, ns for > 0.05.

See also Figure S4 and Tables S4 and S6.
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malignant epithelial programs (pEpiTd* andpEpiTp*; Figure S4E).

Stromal cells were not included because the number of stromal

cells per sample was insufficient for a co-variation analysis.

Finally, we used graph-based clustering of programs (STAR

Methods) to identify 7 co-varying multi-cellular hubs in MMRd

and 9 in MMRp samples (Figure 5A; Figure S5A). These hubs

consist of multiple programs expressed across the range of

cell types, revealing multi-cellular interaction networks.

To identify programs that are similar to each other and, thus,

more likely to be triggered by a common mechanism, we

computed the overlap of the top genes between programs.

This analysis revealed immune, metabolic, and other programs

that were similar across cell types (Figure 5B; STAR Methods).

We note that co-varying programs (Figure 5A) need not be similar

to each other (although they can be) and are often characterized

by distinct top gene sets.

To study the interactions betweenmalignant cells and immune

cells, we focused on 2 MMRd-derived multicellular hubs (hubs 3

and 6; Figure 5A) in which programs active in immune cells co-

varied with immune-related programs active in malignant cells.

Malignant cells, fibroblasts, monocytes, and neutrophils
engage in inflammatory responses at the luminal
surface of primary MMRd and MMRp tumors
Hub 3 featured inflammatory programs in malignant cells and

monocytes that co-varied with a neutrophil program, all of which

were highly active in MMRd and MMRp tumors compared with

normal tissue (Figure 6A; Figure S6A). Treg and IL17 T cell pro-

grams were also found in the hub. Hub 3 was active in MMRp

samples (Figures S5A and S6A), and its programs and their cor-

relations were recapitulated in an external single-cell cohort (Lee

et al., 2020; Figure S6A). Based on the similarity of inflammatory

myeloid, stromal, and malignant programs, which showed over-

lapping genes and shared transcription factor predictions, such

as nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) and CEPBP (Figure 6B), we also

included stromal program pS13 (active in GREM1+ and

MMP3+ CAFs; Figure 6C) in our analysis of hub 3.

To understand the communication pathways driving these

malignant/immune/stroma cell interactions, we examined all

chemokines and cytokines found within the top genes of the

inflammatory and co-varying neutrophil programs (Figure 6D).

This analysis suggested concerted attraction of CXCR1/2+

neutrophils by malignant cells, GREM1+ and MMP3+ CAFs,

monocytes, and neutrophils expressing cognate chemokines

(CXCL1/2/3/5/6/8) (Figure 6E). The same chemokineswere upre-

gulated in CRC-derived fibroblasts and CRC malignant cells

when stimulated in vitrowith cytokines found in the hub 3 inflam-

matory monocyte and neutrophil programs, such as IL1B
ified by supervised learning trained on non-malignant epithelial cells. Epithelial

logically mucinous tumors are indicated with #. Individual order is the same as

ficantly different activity in MMRd versus MMRp CRC (GLME FDR < 0.05). For

f each gene in the program. tSNEs show program activities across all cell types

OADREAD), GSE39582, and GSE13294 specimens. Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon



A

B

Figure 5. Discovery of multicellular interaction networks in MMRd CRC

(A) Heatmap showing permutation-adjusted pairwise correlation of gene program activities (co-variation score) across MMRd specimens (STAR Methods) using

specimen-level activities in T/NK/ILC cell, myeloid, and malignant compartments. Significance is determined using permutation of patient ID and indicated with

asterisks (FDR < 0.1). Densely connected modules (hubs) are identified based on graph clustering of significant correlation edges.

(B) Jaccard similarity of gene programs calculated based on the overlap of top weighted genes across T/NK/ILC, stromal, myeloid, and malignant cells. Edge

thickness is proportional to program similarity. Edges from selected network neighborhoods are colored and annotated by function.

See also Figure S5 and Table S5.
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Figure 6. An inflammatory hub at the luminal surface of primary MMRd and MMRp tumors

(A) Inflammatory hub 3 in MMRd specimens. Nodes respresent gene programs, and the size of each node is proportional to the log ratio of the respective mean

program activity in MMRd versus normal. Edge thickness is proportional to co-variation.

(B) Venn diagrams showing the overlap of top weighted genes (left) and predicted transcription factors (right) for inflammatory gene programs inmyeloid, stromal,

and malignant compartments.

(C) Violin plots showing program activities of pM15 and pM20 across myeloid cell clusters and pS13 activity across stromal cell clusters.

(D) Expression level of all chemokines and cytokines present in the top genes of the depicted NMF-based programs (indicated with black dot on the left) across

the specified clusters and malignant cells with high versus low pEpiTd17 program activity. Genes are normalized across all cell clusters in the dataset (not only

clusters shown).

(E) Interactions between CXCR1/2 and cognate chemokines. Clusters with high activity for the co-varying or similar inflammatory gene programs are marked

in red.

(legend continued on next page)
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(Figure 6F). Malignant cells, CAFs, monocytes, and neutrophils

thus appear to work in concert to recruit myeloid cells and

amplify recruitment of myeloid cells via inflammatory cytokines.

To localize this inflammatory hub within the tumor tissue, we

stainedMMRd andMMRp specimens formarkers of neutrophils,

myeloid cells, and malignant epithelial cells along with IL1B and

CXCL1 transcripts. 7 of 8 examined specimens showed signifi-

cant accumulations of neutrophils along with IL1B+ and

CXCL1+ cells at the interface of the malignant cells with the

colonic lumen (Figure 6G; Figure S6B), particularly at sites with

abundant necrosis. Although CXCL1 was observed in malignant

and myeloid cells, a strong CXCL1 signal was present in cells

that are neither myeloid nor epithelial. Although these cells are

likely MMP3+ CAFs because they express the highest level of

CXCL1 by scRNA-seq (Figure 6D) and are mostly found at the

luminal surface (Figure 3I), further imaging studies are needed

to confirm this prediction. Given the localization of cells andmol-

ecules in this inflammatory hub (Figure 6G) and stromal remod-

eling (Figure 3I) at the luminal border, we suggest that damage

at the luminal edge of primary CRCs may contribute to positive

inflammatory feedback loops that drive a myeloid and neutro-

phil-rich milieu in these tumors.

A coordinated network of CXCL13+ T cells with myeloid
and malignant cells
Hub 6 (Figures 5A and 7A) was comprised of ISG/MHC class II

gene programs expressed in myeloid and malignant cells (likely

induced by interferon g [IFNg] and driven by IRF/STAT transcrip-

tion factors; Table S6; Figure 7B), which co-varied with IFNG/

MHC-II and CXCL13/PDCD1 T cell programs. These T cell pro-

grams include markers of activation and exhaustion (Table S2)

that are known to mark chronically stimulated tumor-reactive

T cells (Gros et al., 2014; Simoni et al., 2018; Thommen

et al., 2018).

Importantly, we did not derive this hub in an MMRp-specific

analysis (Figure S5) and observed weaker activities of the core

programs and reduced connectivity (e.g., the link between ma-

lignant pEpiTd19 and T cell pTNI18 programs is lost) of the

network when we projected the network onto MMRp tumors in

our dataset and an external scRNA-seq dataset (Figure 7A; Fig-

ure S7A), consistent with the weaker immunogenicity of MMRp

tumors.

To validate the co-activity of ISG/MHC-II malignant and

CXCL13 T cell programs, we performed spatially indexed tran-

script profiling (GeoMx digital spatial profiling; STAR Methods)

of tissue sections from 3 tumors that showed high CXCL13

T cell program activity in matching scRNA-seq data. We profiled

45 regions of interest (ROIs) per tumor section and further

segmented each region into epithelial versus non-epithelial
(F) Primary CRC-derived fibroblasts and SNU-407MMRd CRC cell line were stimu

not treated. Transcriptional signatures were determined by RNA-seq. Shown are l

independent experiments each.

(G) Representative RNA ISH/IF image shows accumulations of neutrophils (CD66

with the colonic lumen. Myeloid cells are marked by TYROBP-ISH. Scale bar, 100

paraffin block did not contain LM) shows IL1B, CXCL1, and neutrophil (CD66b) s

tumor. Paired two-tailed t test. Individual C110 does not show CD66b enrichmen

See also Figure S6 and Tables S5 and S6.
areas (Figure 7C). We observed a positive correlation between

ISG expression in malignant epithelial areas and CXCL13

expression in adjacent non-epithelial areas across all regions

per tumor (Figure 7D), further supporting potential interactions

between malignant and T cells in this hub.

In addition to inhibitory receptors expressed by exhausted

T cells, the malignant ISG/MHC-II program featured inhibitory

molecules, including transcripts encoding the enzymes IDO1

and CD38. IDO1 and CD38 expression in the malignant ROIs

of 4 individuals was comparable with expression measured by

scRNA-seq for the same individuals. Moreover, IDO1 or CD38

expression was spatially correlated with ISG scores (Figure 7E)

in individuals with high scRNA-seq-derived expression of these

two genes and the CXCL13 T cell program. These results show

that negative feedback is part of the hub’s function and regulated

by patient-specific and region-specific factors in each tumor.

CXCL13+ T cells are localized within foci of CXCL10/
CXCL11-expressing cells throughout the tumor
Given the spatially correlated expression of ISGs in malignant

cells with CXCL13 in non-malignant regions (Figure 7D), we hy-

pothesized that T cells would be spatially organized around cells

expressing T cell attracting chemokines. We examined all che-

mokines in the hub 6 gene programs and found thatmyeloid, ma-

lignant, and stromal ISG programs included the chemokines

CXCL9,CXCL10, and CXCL11 (Figure 7F) and that their cognate

receptorCXCR3was upregulated in activated T cells and certain

dendritic cell (DC) subsets (Figure 7F). Using our spatially in-

dexed transcriptomics dataset of three highly T cell-infiltrated

samples (individuals C107, C110, and C132), we validated this

observation by finding that CXCL13 expression in non-epithelial

cells was associated withCXCR3 ligand expression in malignant

cells of the same ROI (Figure 7G).

To further validate this spatial association at single-cell resolu-

tion, we performed whole-section staining of nine CRC speci-

mens from our scRNA-seq cohort (Figures 7H–7K; Table S7).

We found that CXCL10/CXCL11-positive cells were clustered

into large foci enriched for cells expressing CXCL13 and/or

IFNG as well as CD3E+ T cells (Figures 7H and 7I; Figure S7B;

STAR Methods). Interestingly, foci in specimens with high (3

MMRd and 1 MMRp) versus low (2 MMRd and 3 MMRp)

CXCL13+ T cell program activity tended to show CXCL10/

CXCL11 expression in malignant versus non-epithelial cells,

respectively (Figures S7B and S7C), but additional studies are

needed to confirm this observation.

Across all samples, CXCL10/CXCL11+ malignant cells were,

on average, closer to CD3E+, CXCL13+, and IFNG+ cells than

their CXCL10/CXCL11-negative counterparts, and these dis-

tances were especially small within foci (Figure 7J). Last,
lated with 10 ng/ml IL-1A, IL-1B, IL-6, or tumor necrosis factor (TNF) for 14 h or

og fold changes compared with unstimulated cells. Data are representative of 2

b-IF) and IL1B and CXCL1 ISH signals at the malignant interface (EPCAM-ISH)

mm. Right: quantification of cell phenotypes in 8 CRC specimens (one clinical

ignals enriched in the LM, defined as % 360 mm from the luminal border of the

t at the LM.
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specimens with greater scRNA-seq-derived activity of pTNI18

(CXCL13 program) and pEpiTd19 (ISG program) had more cells

participating in CXCL10/CXCL11 foci (Figure 7K; Figure S7B).

Our findings thus reveal spatially organized foci of activated

IFNG+ and CXCL13+ T cells and CXCL10/CXCL11+ myeloid

and malignant cells, providing evidence that a positive feedback

loop—by which T cell-derived IFNg induces expression of

CXCR3 ligands to attract more T cells—may be critical for forma-

tion of these immune cell hotspots within tumors.

DISCUSSION

Tumors are heterogeneous, but the immune cells within tumors

are less plastic and exhibit a more limited set of behaviors.

Here we identified recurring, spatially organized cell-cell interac-

tions that contribute to a coordinated multi-cellular immune

response in MMRd and MMRp tumors.

Our study shows that T cells are organized in structured cell

neighborhoods within human tumors. Formation of hotspots

likely depends on a positive feedback loop in which T cell-ex-

pressed IFNG drives induction of CXCR3 chemokines (as part

of the ISG response) that then attract more T cells and other

cells. Supporting this notion, recent studies showed that expres-

sion of CXCR3 chemokines in myeloid cells is required for

inducing anti-tumor T cell responses following checkpoint inhib-

itor treatment in mice (Chow et al., 2019; House et al., 2020).

Furthermore, several studies have linked the CXCR3 chemokine

system to T cell entry into tissues, including CD8+ T cell recruit-

ment in melanoma (Harlin et al., 2009), viral infection (Nakanishi

et al., 2009), and vaccination, in which topical CXCL9 and

CXCL10 administration recruited activated T cells into epithelial
Figure 7. A coordinated network of CXCL13+ T cells with myeloid and

(A) Hub 6 in MMRd specimens (left) and projected onto MMRp specimens (right).

the log ratio of the respective mean program activity in MMRd or MMRp versus n

and blue lines negative correlations. Non-significant edges are depicted as dotte

(B) Overlap of top weighted genes (left) and predicted transcription factors

compartments.

(C) Image shows a portion of the tissue from individual C110with regions selected

(ROIs) per specimen were sampled, and each ROI was auto-segmented into Pa

(D) Three CRC specimens with highCXCL13 activity (C110, C132, and C107) were

in (C).CXCL13 signal in PanCK-negative regions was correlated to an ISG/MHC-I

correlation).

(E) Quantification of the NanoString GeoMxDigital Spatial Profiler (DSP) Cancer Tr

of individual C110 and highCD38 expression in malignant cells of C132, consisten

between IDO1 (top) or CD38 (bottom) expression and ISG/MHC-II scores (as ca

(F) All chemokines present in the top genes of the depicted NMF-based progra

malignant cells with high versus low pEpiTd19 program activity. Genes are norm

(G) GeoMx DSP CTA assay as in (D), showing Spearman correlation of CXCL13

CXCL9, CXCL10, and CXCL11) in the paired PanCK-positive regions.

(H) PanCK-IF,CD3E-ISH,CXCL10/CXCL11-ISH,CXCL13-ISH, and IFNG-ISHwer

C123, C132, C139, C144; MMRp, n = 4: C103, C112, C126, C107). Cells were ph

well as a computational rendering of the same section (center left) and the full

clustered by their neighborhood features to identify ‘‘foci’’ and ‘‘no foci.’’ Scale b

(I) Based on the approach in (H), percentages of the indicated phenotype (p, po

calculated. CXCL10/CXCL11p, CD3Ep, CXCL13p, and IFNGp cells are significan

(J) Distances were calculated from CXCL10/CXCL11-positive cells to the indicate

the foci. If a phenotype was not observed in the 100-mm neighborhood, the dista

(K) Percentage of cells within foci (among all DAPI+ cells) was correlated to scRN

(Spearman correlation).

See also Figure S7 and Tables S5, S6, and S7.
tissue, even in the absence of antigen (Shin and Iwasaki, 2012).

In humans, an IFNg-induced signature (Ayers et al., 2017; Cris-

tescu et al., 2018), which overlaps with the genes we observed

in the programs of hub 6, was associated with favorable

response to PD-1 blockade in multiple human tumor types.

Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis across 7 tumor types

(including CRC) found that clonal TMB and CXCL9/CXCL13

expression were the strongest predictors of a checkpoint inhib-

itor response (Litchfield et al., 2021). In contrast to the positive

feedback loop, persistent ISG hubs in tumors may drive immu-

nosuppression because of negative feedback that upregulates

co-inhibitory factors such as PD1/PDL1, Lag3/MHC-II, Tim3/

LGALS9, and IDO1. Indeed, mechanistic work in the B16 mela-

noma mouse model suggests that IFNg can drive a multigenic

resistance program (Benci et al., 2016). Whether the positive or

negative feedback is dominant at a particular location or time

will be important to determine across tumors and treatments.

Another important question is whether these multicellular im-

mune formations are similar to previously observed structures

in tissues. TLSs (Sautès-Fridman et al., 2019) are often found

below the invasive margin of tumors (Mlecnik et al., 2016),

contain germinal center B cells, and have been associated with

high T cell activity, favorable prognosis, and effective response

to immunotherapy (Cabrita et al., 2020; Coppola et al., 2011; Hel-

mink et al., 2020; Petitprez et al., 2020; Sautès-Fridman et al.,

2019). In contrast, hub 6 was found in the tumor center and did

not harbor germinal centers, and tumors were depleted of B cells

relative to normal colon. A few studies observed aggregates that

are not likely to be TLSs. In an early study ofmelanoma immunity,

staining for IFNg, T cells and PD-L1 showed their spatial prox-

imity in tumors (Taube et al., 2012). Another group observed
malignant cells expressing ISGs

Nodes respresent gene programs, and the size of each node is proportional to

ormal. Edge thickness is proportional to co-variation. Pink lines depict positive

d lines.

(right) for ISG programs in T/NK/ILC cell, myeloid, stromal, and malignant

for spatially indexed transcriptomics (GeoMx DSPCTA). ~45 regions of interest

nCK-positive and -negative regions. Scale bar, 500 mm.

analyzed by spatially indexed transcriptomics (GeoMxDSPCTA) as described

I signal score (STARMethods) in the paired PanCK-positive regions (Spearman

anscriptome Atlas (CTA) assay showing high IDO1 expression inmalignant cells

t with scRNA-seq data (heatmap, log2(TP10K+1)). Right: Spearman correlation

lculated in D) in malignant cells of the respective individuals.

ms (indicated by black dot at left) as expressed in the depicted clusters and

alized across all cell clusters in the dataset (not only the clusters shown).

signal in PanCK-negative regions with CXCR3 ligand expression (i.e., sum of

e performed on 9 tumor tissue slides from different donors (MMRd, n = 5: C110,

enotyped using Halo software. An image section from C123 is shown (top), as

slide (center right). Cells were characterized by a 100-mm neighborhood and

ar, 100 mm.

sitive; n, negative) among all DAPI+ cells or DAPI+ cells within the foci were

tly enriched in foci (paired two-tailed t tests).

d phenotypes (mean distance across 100-mm neighborhoods) outside or inside

nce was set to 150 mm. p values for paired two-tailed t tests are shown.

A-seq-based pTNI18 and pEpiTd19 activities from the respective specimens
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aggregates of stem-cell-like CD8+ T cells with MHC class II+

cells, whichwere associatedwith less progressive kidney cancer

in affected individuals (Jansen et al., 2019). A third study showed

that vaccination of mice induced an IFNg/CXCR3-dependent

spatial hub of T cells and myeloid cells expressing CXCL10.

This hub formed around the vasculature and facilitated entry of

circulating T cells into the tissue (Prizant et al., 2021), providing

a platform for frequent encounters of T cells with other cells to

coordinate immune responses.

The other hub was centered around an inflammatory positive

feedback loopbetween inflammatoryCAFs,monocytes, and neu-

trophils and located at the luminal surface. The luminal surface of

colonic tumors has an abnormal epithelial lining, and the tumor

mass protrudes into the gut lumen, where it can suffer abrasive

injury from colonic contents. Tissue damage could lead to entry

of microbial ligands or release of immunostimulatory ligands

from dead cells, resulting in inflammation. The inflammatory

response may be intertwined with wound-healing responses

that can lead to granulation tissue. Interestingly, a recent study

in mice showed that damage-induced interleukin-1 (IL-1) can

trigger RSPO3 expression in GREM1+ mesenchymal cells (Cox

et al., 2021), suggesting that theremight be a connection between

the inflammatory hub and the transcriptional and spatial remodel-

ing of the stromal cell compartment we observed in human CRC.

Indeed, we observed dilated blood vessels at the luminal surface,

consistent with previous studies in CRC (Kather et al., 2017),

which were surrounded by highly inflammatory fibroblasts ex-

pressing matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), known to contribute

to tumor angiogenesis and tissue remodeling (Deryugina and

Quigley, 2015). The inflammatory hub furthermore featured the

Treg program and a T cell program including IL-17. IL-17 has

been shown to promote angiogenesis and tumor expansion in

murinemodels (Charles et al., 2009; Chung et al., 2013; Numasaki

et al., 2003), including through CAF activation and recruitment of

granulocytes that can support tumor growth (Charles et al., 2009;

Chung et al., 2013). Thus, multiple features of the inflammatory

hub are implicated in suppression of anti-tumor responses and

promotion of tumor growth.

Our study provides a rich dataset of cellular states, gene pro-

grams, and their transformations in tumors (such as the profound

changes observed in stromal cells) across a relatively large

cohort of individuals with CRC. Our predictions of several

multicellular hubs based on co-variation of gene programs and

subsequent spatial localization of two immune-malignant hubs

organizes a large set of cell states and programs into a smaller

number of coordinated networks of cells and processes. Under-

standing the molecular mechanisms underlying these hubs and

studying their temporal and spatial regulation upon treatment

will be critical for advancing cancer therapy.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

We prioritized participant safety and tumor purity by not sam-

pling down through the invasive border for scRNA-seq but

were able to capture all tumor regions by imaging. Our study

was designed to compare the immunologic features of treat-

ment-naive primary human MMRd and MMRp CRC by focusing

on cell types and states and cellular interaction networks in these
4748 Cell 184, 4734–4752, September 2, 2021
two types of tumors and did not consider tumor genetics or neo-

antigens. Larger cohorts are needed to cover the heterogeneity

of all CRC subtypes. Last, the median follow-up time of our par-

ticipants is only �2 years, which limits the possibility of survival

analyses.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

IF: mouse anti-CD66b (G10F5) BioLegend Cat#305102; RRID:AB_314494

IF: mouse anti-PanCK (AE1/AE3) Agilent Cat#M3515; RRID:AB_2132885

IF: Opal Polymer HRP Ms + Rb Akoya Biosciences Cat#ARH1001EA; RRID: N/A

NanoString: mouse anti-CD8a-AlexaFluor 647 BioLegend Cat#372906; RRID:AB_2650712

Biological samples

Human colorectal cancer specimens from

surgical resections

Prospective Collection at

Massachusetts General

Hospital (MGH) and Brigham

and Women’s Hospital (BWH)

Table S1

Human adjacent normal colon specimens

from surgical resections

Prospective Collection at

Massachusetts General

Hospital (MGH) and Brigham

and Women’s Hospital (BWH)

Table S1

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

FISH: RNAscope 2.5 LS Protease III Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322102; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope 2.5 LS Hydrogen Peroxide Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322101; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope 2.5 LS Rinse Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322103; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex AMP 1 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322801; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex AMP 2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322802; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex AMP 3 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322803; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex HRP C1 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322804; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex HRP C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322805; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex HRP C3 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322806; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex HRP Blocker Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322807; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope Multiplex TSA Buffer Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322809; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: DAPI Sigma Aldrich Cat#D9542-10MG; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: BOND Epitope Retrieval Solution

2-1L (RTU)

Leica Biosystems Cat#AR9640; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: BOND Dewax Solution – 1L (RTU) Leica Biosystems Cat#AR9222; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: BOND Wash Solution

10X Concentrate – 1L

Leica Biosystems Cat#AR9590; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Thermo Scientific Reagent Grade

Deionized Water

ThermoFisher Cat#23-751628; RRID: N/A

IF: Antibody Diluent / Block Akoya Biosciences Cat#ARD1001EA; RRID: N/A

IF: Plus Automation Amplification Diluent Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1609; RRID: N/A

NanoString: RNase AWAY Surface Decontaminant ThermoFisher Cat#7000TS1; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Water, Milli-Q, DEPC-Treated Broad Institute SQM Cat#DEPCH2O20L; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Formalin 10% Prefill/Label Patterson Veterinary Supply Cat#07-831-8994; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Formamide (Deionized) ThermoFisher Cat#AM9342; RRID: N/A

NanoString: UltraPure SSC, 20X ThermoFisher Cat#15557044; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Proteinase K Solution (20 mg/mL) ThermoFisher Cat#AM2548; RRID: N/A

NanoString: eBioscience IHC Antigen

Retrieval Solution - High pH (10X)

ThermoFisher Cat#00-4956-58; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Tris base Sigma Aldrich Cat#10708976001; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Glycine Sigma Aldrich Cat#G7126; RRID: N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

NanoString: (R)-(+)-Limonene Sigma Aldrich Cat#183164; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Tween-20 solution, 10% Teknova Inc Cat#100216-360; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Buffer S NanoString Technologies Cat#N/A; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Buffer W NanoString Technologies Cat#N/A; RRID: N/A

NanoString: Buffer R NanoString Technologies Cat#N/A; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: Human Serum Sigma Aldrich Cat#H3667; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: RPMI 1640 Medium,

low HEPES, low bicarbonate, no glutamine

ThermoFisher Cat#42402016; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: PBS, pH 7.4 ThermoFisher Cat#10010023; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: BSA Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9998S; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: Premium Grade Fetal

Bovine Serum (FBS)

VWR Cat#89510-194; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: 2-Mercaptoethanol ThermoFisher Cat#21985023; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: eBioscience 10X RBC

Lysis Buffer (Multi-species)

ThermoFisher Cat#00-4300-54; RRID: N/A

Cell Stimulation: L-Glutamine ThermoFisher Cat#25030149; RRID: N/A

Cell Stimulation: Penicillin: Streptomycin solution VWR Cat#45000-652; RRID: N/A

Cell Stimulation: Recombinant Human IL-6 PeproTech Cat#200-06; RRID: N/A

Cell Stimulation: Recombinant Human TNF-a PeproTech Cat#300-01A; RRID: N/A

Cell Stimulation: Recombinant Human IL-1b PeproTech Cat#200-01B; RRID: N/A

Cell Stimulation: Recombinant Human IL-1a PeproTech Cat#200-01A; RRID: N/A

Cell Stimulation: Buffer TCL QIAGEN Cat#1031576; RRID: N/A

Critical commercial assays

FISH: RNAscope LS Multiplex Fluorescent

Reagent Kit

Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322800; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 4-Plex Ancillary

Kit Multiplex Reagent Kit

Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#322830; RRID: N/A

NanoString: GeoMx Solid Tumor TME

Morphology Kit

NanoString Technologies Cat#N/A; RRID: N/A

NanoString: GeoMx Nuclear Stain

Morphology Kit

NanoString Technologies Cat#N/A; RRID: N/A

CRC Sample Processing: Human Tumor

Dissociation Kit

Miltenyi Biotec Cat#130-095-929; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Opal 480 Reagent Pack Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1500001KT; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Opal 520 Reagent Pack Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1487001KT; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Opal 570 Reagent Pack Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1488001KT; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Opal 620 Reagent Pack Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1495001KT; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Opal 690 Reagent Pack Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1497001KT; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Opal 780 Reagent Pack Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1501001KT; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: CD45 MicroBeads, human Miltenyi Biotec Cat#130-045-801; RRID: N/A

Tissue Processing: LS Columns Miltenyi Biotec Cat#130-042-401; RRID: N/A

Sequencing: NextSeq 500/550 High Output

Kit v2.5

Illumina Cat#20024907; RRID: N/A

Sequencing: Chromium Single Cell 30

Library & Gel Bead Kit v2

10X Genomics Cat#PN-120237; RRID: N/A

Sequencing: Chromium Single Cell 30

Library & Gel Bead Kit v3

10X Genomics Cat#PN-1000075; RRID: N/A

Experimental models: Cell lines

SNU-407 CCLE RRID: CVCL_5058

Primary CRC-derived fibroblast cell line This study RRID: N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

10x Single cell RNA-seq data GEO GEO: GSE178341

Raw RNA-seq sequencing reads dbGaP dbGaP: phs002407.v1.p1

Interactive web pages for exploration of data Broad Institute https://portals.broadinstitute.org/crc-

immune-hubs; https://broad.io/crchubs

Software and algorithms

R (> v3.6.1) CRAN https://www.r-project.org/

xgboost (v0.90.0.2) Chen and Guestrin 2016 https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

R dropletUtils v1.7.1 Lun et al., 2019 (Bioconductor) https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DropletUtils.html

Python (Anaconda) Ancaonda https://www.anaconda.com/

Scanpy/Paga v1.2 Wolf et al., 2019 https://github.com/theislab/scanpy

Correlation consensus NMF (ccNMF) This paper https://github.com/matanhofree/crc-

immune-hubs

umiSaturationQC Habib et al., 2017 https://github.com/matanhofree/

umiSaturation

PartitionStability Graph Community

detection (clustering)

(Delvenne et al., 2010) https://github.com/michaelschaub/

PartitionStability

Signed-community-detection Esmailian and Jalili 2015 https://github.com/pouyaesm/signed-

community-detection

Multicore-tSNE Github https://github.com/DmitryUlyanov/

Multicore-TSNE

NeNMF Github https://github.com/hiroyuki-kasai/NMFLibrary

NMF toolbox (v1.4) Li and Ngom 2013 https://sites.google.com/site/nmftool/

MATLAB (R2017a, R2019a, R2020a) The Mathworks https://www.mathworks.com/

Pegasus (v0.17.0) Li et al., 2020 https://pegasus.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

CellRanger 3.1.0 10X Genomics https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-

cell-gene-expression/software/downloads/latest

GraphPad Prism Graphpad Software https://www.graphpad.com

HALO Indica Labs https://indicalab.com/halo/

Analysis code This study https://github.com/matanhofree/crc-

immune-hubs

Other

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-CXCL13 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#311328; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-CXCL14 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#425298; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-IL1B Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#310368; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-RSPO3-O2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#490588; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-MMP3-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#403428-C2; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-VWF-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#560468-C2; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-CXCL10-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#311858-C2; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-CXCL11-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#312708-C2; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-CXCL1-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#427158-C2; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-INHBA-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#415118-C2; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-EPCAM-C3 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#310288-C3; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-GREM1-C3 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#312838-C3; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-IFNG-C3 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#310508-C3; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-MYH11-C3 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#444158-C3; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-TYROBP-C3 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#457458-C3; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-CD3E-C4 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#553978-C4; RRID: N/A

FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-COL1A1-C4 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#401898-C4; RRID: N/A

(Continued on next page)
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FISH: RNAscope LS 2.5 Probe- Hs-COL1A2-C4 Advanced Cell Diagnostics Cat#432728-C4; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Bond Research Detection System Leica Biosystems Cat#DS9455; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: BOND Open Containers 30 mL Leica Biosystems Cat#Op309700; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: BOND Universal Covertiles 100 pack Leica Biosystems Cat#S21.2001; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: ProLong Diamond Antifade Mountant Fisher Scientific Cat#P36961; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Fisherbrand Superfrost Plus

Microscope Slides

Fisher Scientific Cat#12-550-15; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Microscope Cover Glass 24 3 40 - 1.5 Fisher Scientific Cat#12-544C; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: Globe Scientific Non-graduated

Plastic Test Tube

Fisher Scientific Cat#22-010-094; RRID: N/A

NanoString: HybriSlip Hybridization Covers Grace Bio-Labs Cat#714022; RRID: N/A

FISH/IF: BOND RX Fully Automated

Research Stainer

Leica Biosystems N/A

FISH/IF: Vectra Polaris featuring MOTiF Akoya Biosciences N/A

NanoString: GeoMx Digital Spatial Profiler NanoString Technologies N/A

Tissue Processing: Precision Balances ML203T/00 Mettler Toledo Cat#ML203T/00; RRID: N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Nir Ha-

cohen (nhacohen@broadinstitute.org).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Sequencing data of de-identified human subject specimens have been deposited at dbGaP: phs002407.v1.p1; expression transcript

count matrices at GEO: GSE178341. Additional resources for exploring the data are available at our supplemental web page (https://

broad.io/crchubs) and the Broad Institute’s Single Cell Portal (https://singlecell.broadinstitute.org/single_cell/study/SCP1162).

Accession numbers and links to web pages are also listed in the Key resources table.

The principal analysis code used to analyze data and generate the results presented here has been deposited at github (https://

github.com/matanhofree/crc-immune-hubs). The github link is also listed in the key resources table.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human tumor specimens
Institutional Review Boards at MGH and BWH approved protocols for tissue collection used for sequencing. Informed consent was

obtained from all subjects prior to collection. Age and sex of subjects can be found in Table S1. Only patients with primary treatment-

naive colorectal cancer were included in this study. Two patients were excluded after collection when it was discovered that they had

concurrent hematologic neoplasms: myelofibrosis/AML (C108) and multiple myeloma (C117). Patient H&E slides were from the pa-

thology department archives.

Human cell lines
A primary fibroblast culture was derived from a human CRC organoid culture established from an MMRd specimen from a 64 yo fe-

male patient. Initiation and culture of the MMRd CRC specimen was performed as described previously (Sato et al., 2011). Fibro-

blasts grew out thematrigel, adhered to the bottom of the plate andwere separated from the CRCorganoid culture during passaging.

Upon separation fromCRC organoids, fibroblasts were further expanded in DMEM supplemented with 10%FBS, 2mML-glutamine,

and PenStrep at 37�C, 5% CO2, and frozen down in 90% FBS + 10% DMSO.

SNU-407 MMRd CRC cell line (Depmap ID: ACH-000955, Cosmic ID: 1660034, Sanger ID: 1907, Cellosaurus RRID: CVCL_5058)

was derived from amale patient as part of the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) project at the Broad andwas fingerprinted at the
e4 Cell 184, 4734–4752.e1–e10, September 2, 2021
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BroadGenomic Platform tomake sure SNPsmatch the original line, and tested formycoplasma. SNU-407were cultured at 37�C, 5%
CO2 in RPMI containing 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM HEPES, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 4500 mg/L glucose, and 1500 mg/L sodium

bicarbonate and supplemented with 10% FBS and PenStrep, and frozen down in 90% FBS + 10% DMSO.

METHOD DETAILS

In vitro cytokine stimulation of fibroblasts and CRC cells
Primary fibroblasts derived from CRC specimen and SNU-407 MMRd CRC cell line were seeded in a 96 well plate (20K cells/well

fibroblasts, 50K cells/well CRC cells), rested overnight and then stimulated for 14h with 10 ng/ml IL-6, TNF, IL-1a, or IL-1b, or left

untreated. Upon stimulation, cells were lysed in TCL with 1% BME (50 ul per well). Smart-seq2 protocol was used as previously

described (Picelli et al., 2013) to generate mini-bulk RNA-seq libraries (with 500 cells starting material per condition). Libraries

were sequenced on Illumina NextSeq500 Sequencer. Results are representative of two independent experiments. SNU-407 cell

line was fingerprinted at the Broad Genomic Platform to make sure SNPs match the original line, and tested for mycoplasma.

Tissue processing, CD45 enrichment, and scRNA sequencing
Samples were cut by pathology assistants at MGH and BWH hospitals. To preserve the invasive border for clinical pathological eval-

uation, the pathology assistants did not sample tumor down to the invasive border. The tissue was transported in ice cold RPMI with

5% human serum prior to processing. Tissue was transferred into a Petri dish on ice. Fat, necrotic, and fibrous areas were removed.

Residual blood and stool were washed off the tissue with cold RPMI. Tissue allocated for dissociation was minced into small pieces

(�1 mm̂3) using a scalpel prior to enzymatic dissociation. Thereafter tissue was transferred into 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes, each con-

taining 1mL of enzymatic digestion mix (Miltenyi, Human Tumor Dissociation kit). 1mL of digestionmix was used per 50mg of tissue.

The Eppendorf tubeswere then transferred to a rotation shaker set to 37�Cand 550 rpm and shaken for 20min. The digestionmixwas

subsequently filtered through a 70 mmcell strainer sitting on a 50mL falcon tube on ice andmechanically dissociated oncemore with

the plunger of a 1ml syringe against the screen. The filter and enzymatic mixture were washed with RPMI containing 2% human

serum as needed until the suspension passed through the filter. The cell suspension was spun at 500 g for 7 min in a 4 C pre-cooled

centrifuge to pellet the cells. The pellet was lysed in 4ml ammonium-chloride-potassium (ACK) buffer for 2 minutes and then stopped

with RPMI containing 2% human serum. The cell suspension was then centrifuged at 500 g for 7 min at 4 C. The resulting cell pellet

was resuspended in loading buffer (PBS containing 0.04%m/v BSA) and filtered through the cell strainer snap cap (Corning 352235)

into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 500 g for 2 min at 4 C. The pellet was resuspended in cold

loading buffer (PBS containing 0.04% m/w BSA) and counted by trypan exclusion. The suspension was then diluted to 1000

cells/ml. 8000 cells were loaded into each channel of the 10x Chromium controller, following the manufacturer-supplied protocol

for the 30 kit. Additionally, a CD45-enriched sample was run for each specimen. To this end, dissociated and ACK-lysed cells

were resuspended in cold PBS with 2 mM EDTA and 0.5% FCS and CD45+ cells were enriched using CD45 MicroBeads, human

(Miltenyi) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were resuspended in loading buffer and loaded with 8000 cells per channel

as described above. 10x libraries were constructed using the 10x supplied protocol and sequenced at the Broad Institute Genomics

Platform. We note, that our tissue dissociation protocol was optimized to recover both malignant epithelial and immune cells in high

quality, which required a mild dissociation procedure that is not ideal to extract stromal cells.

RNAscope in situ hybridization with co-immunostaining
Patient cohort for RNAscope analysis was: C103 (MMRp), C107 (MMRp), C110 (MMRd), C112 (MMRp), C123 (MMRd), C126

(MMRp), C132 (MMRd), C139 (MMRd), C144 (MMRd). 5 mm sections were cut from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks

onto SuperFrost plus slides and baked at 65�C for 2 hours before use. Mixed RNAscope (Advanced Cell Diagnostics)/antibody

antigen retrieval and staining with Opal (Akoya Biosciences) fluorophores was performed on a Leica Bond Rx instrument

following the RNAscope LS Multiplex Fluorescent v2 Assay combined with Immunofluorescence protocol (322818-TN). The

only two variations from the written protocol were (1) an open wash dispense after the peroxide step and (2) DAPI (Sigma

D9542) was dispensed twice at the end of the protocol at a concentration of 1 mg/mL. Slides were rinsed in water (Fisher

23-751628) prior to coverslipping (Fisher 12-544C) with mountant (Life Technologies P36961). Stained slides were imaged using

a Vectra Polaris microscope.

Nanostring GeoMx Digital Spatial Profiling method tomeasure the expression of ~1500 genes in paired epithelial and
non-epithelial regions
5 mm formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections were baked at 65�C for 1 hour andmanually prepared using themanufacturer

supplied V1.4 protocol (MAN-10087-03). Per protocol, the slides were washed thrice for 5 minutes in CitriSolv, and then twice for

5 minutes in each of 100% ethanol, 95% ethanol, and then water. Antigen was retrieved by placing slides in a staining jar containing

1x Tris EDTA (pH 9) and incubated at low pressure at 100�C for 20 minutes. This was followed by a 5minute wash in PBS. Thereafter,

slides were placed in a staining jar with 1mg/mL proteinase K and incubated at 37�C for 15 minutes. After proteinase digestion, slides

were washed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 10 minutes. This step was followed with two washes in a stop buffer containing tris

and glycine and one wash in 1x PBS. The RNA probe mix (pre-commercial version of Cancer Transcriptome Atlas probeset) was
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diluted in buffer R and this hybridization solution was pipetted over the tissue, covered with a hybrislip coverslip, and incubated

overnight at 37�C. The following morning, the coverslips were removed and slides washed twice with a stringent wash containing

SSC and formamide at 37�C and then twice with SSC. The slides were then stained with fluorescently labeled morphology markers

(CD45, Pan-cytokeratin, CD8, and Syto13) for 1 hour and then washed twice in SSC.

Slideswere loaded on theGeoMx�microscope for imaging and barcode acquisition, following themanufacturer supplied protocol

(MAN-10102-01). An overview scan at 20xwas acquired. 45 circular regions of interest measuring 500 mm in diameter were placed on

slides. ROIs were segmented into PanCK-positive and -negative areas of interest. The digital mirrored display was then employed to

direct the UV laser to collect barcodes according to the specified collection masks.

Library preparation was performed according to manufacturer instructions (Nanostring DSP-Genomics Library Preparation

Protocol 01/2019). Per protocol, a PCR mastermix and well-specific indices were employed to index and amplify the collected

wells in a thermocycler. Thereafter, amplified barcodes were pooled and purified using AMPure XP beads and ethanol washes.

A Bioanalyzer DNA high sensitivity trace was used to assess library quality. Samples were sequenced on the NextSeq2000

platform.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

scRNA-seq pre-processing and quality control filtering
For droplet-based scRNA-seq, CellRanger v3.1 was used to align reads to the GRCh38 liftover (37 liftover, v28; https://www.

gencodegenes.org/human/release_28lift37.html) human genome reference. The output was processed using the dropletUtils R

package (version 1.7.1), to exclude any chimeric reads that had less than 80%assignment to a cell barcode, and identify and exclude

empty cell droplets (Griffiths et al., 2018; Lun et al., 2019), by testing against a background generated from barcodes with 1,000 to

10 UMIs, with cutoffs determined dynamically based on channel-specific characteristics. UMI and gene saturation was estimated in

individual cells by sub-sampling reads without replacement in each cell barcode, in incremental fractions of 2%, with 20 repeats. A

saturation function of the form y = ax
x +b+ cwas fit based on the number of UMIs observedwhile sampling reads at different depths. Cell

barcodes were excluded if they satisfied any one of the following criteria: (1) Fewer than 200 genes; (2) Fewer than 1,000 reads; (3)

Fewer than 500 UMIs; (4) More than 50% of UMIs mapping to the mitochondrial genome; (5) Non-empty droplet with false discovery

rate (FDR) less than 0.1; or (6) Over 5% of reads estimated as coming from swapped barcodes/chimeric reads (available at the sup-

plemental website, see Data and code availability). The filtered data was clustered and cells weremanually assigned to immune/stro-

mal/epithelial groups based on expressed markers. Using outlier exclusion separately for each channel and each channel cell type

combination, cells that deviated by > 2 interquartile ranges (IQR) from the median were then flagged based on the following criteria:

(1) log10(total transcript UMI), (2) Fraction of barcode swaps, (3) Gene saturation estimate, (4) UMI saturation estimate, (5) Fraction of

UMI supported by > 1 read (Habib et al., 2017). Cells were further flagged if they substantially deviated from the fit based on the

following relationships: (1) Total reads versus total UMI, (2) Total UMI versus log likelihood of being empty (Lun et al., 2019); (3) Total

UMI versus total number of genes. A cell was excluded if it was flagged by at least two of these criteria for epithelial and immune cells,

or at least three criteria for stromal cells.

Selection of variable genes, dimensionality reduction and clustering
After filtering and exclusion, scRNA-seq profiles were clustered across all patients using a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) (Li

and Ngom, 2013) and a graph clustering-based approach. Transcriptionally over-dispersed genes were identified within each exper-

imental batch (i.e., 10x channel) by the difference of the coefficient of variation (CV) from the median CV for other genes with a similar

mean expression (Satija et al., 2015). A robust set of 1,000 to 8,000 genes was retained based on an elbow-based criterion, applied to

themedian of over-dispersed difference statistics based on 200 samples of 75%of cells. In all subsequent analysis of single cell data

we used log2(TP10K+1) values, calculated for the ith gene in the jth cell as gij = log2
cijP
j
cij

104 + 1

� �
, unless indicated otherwise. Next,

80% of genes and samples were sub-sampled between 50 to 200 times, and NMF was used to reduce the dimensionality of the full

dataset to between 15 and 40 dimensions as the product of two non-negative matrices (Lee and Seung, 1999). The loading matrices

(i.e., activations) of these NMF components were used to calculate the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) graph (k = 21) based on a cosine

similarity distance. This graph was clustered using stability optimizing graph clustering (http://michaelschaub.github.io/

PartitionStability/; Delvenne et al., 2010; Shekhar et al., 2016), to identify 7 top level cell type clusters (epithelial, stromal, mast, B,

plasma, myeloid, and T cells). To minimize differences across samples due to technical reasons (e.g., 10x v2 versus 10x v3),

gene expression measurements of individual genes were quantile normalized, separately among cells of each top-level cellular

compartment, such that the expression CDFs for each gene matched across all batches. Next, the same dimensionality reduction

by NMF and graph-clustering procedure was applied iteratively to the transcriptomes of each top-level cell type separately, resulting

in a total of 88 cell clusters spanning distinct types or states (Table S1). Of note, PCA-based louvain clustering leads to qualitatively

similar cell subset definition (data not shown). However, since we de-novo discover gene expression programs by NMF, we decided

to consistently use NMF instead of PCA also for the cluster definition.
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Cluster connectivity
To identify relationships between clusters (‘cluster connectivity’) we used Partition-based Graph Abstraction (PAGA) with connectiv-

ity model v1.2 on the NMF based k-NN graph above (Wolf et al., 2019). PAGA edge thresholds were selected by using the minimum

edge weight of the corresponding minimum spanning tree for each k-NN graph (Figures 3D and 3F).

Cluster assignment by gradient boosting and filtering of potential doublets
In order to exclude potential doublets and low confidence assignments by clustering we used a classifier for final assignment of cells

to clusters. Gradient boosting (R 3.6.1, xgboost v0.90.0.2 (Chen and Guestrin, 2016)) was first applied to build a cell to cluster clas-

sifier for each of the top-level seven cluster types and subsequently to each of the 88 low-level clusters. During training, we included

only high quality cells: (1) we excluded potential doublets, defined as cells appearing by manual examination between major high-

level cell type regions with expression features from both cell types; (2) cells with possible quality concerns that were not substantial

enough for removal during QC; (3) cells with elevated potential ambient RNA contamination, retaining 314,524 cells (85%) for final

classifier training.

For each of the seven top-level cell types, a separate classifier was trained to predict each cell type separately (one-versus-

all), in a 5-fold cross-validation scheme. Next, using the probability scores of the held-out test-set we identified an optimal cutoff

for each class based on an ROC analysis comparing the true positive rate (TPR = true positives divided by all positive predic-

tions) to the false positive rate (FPR = true negative divided by all negatives) and selecting the point at which the ROC curve

intersects with the diagonal. Cells that were ambiguously assigned in this way to more than one cluster were removed as

potential doublets.

Next, a similar classification training schemewas applied separately to cells from each top-level cell type (epithelial, stromal, mast,

B, plasma, myeloid, and T cells). We used 5-fold cross-validation and ROC analysis to select thresholds. In cases where a cell was

assigned to more than one subtype, we used the assignment with the higher predictive score. Cells that could not be assigned confi-

dently by any classifier were excluded from further analysis.

Classifying malignant cells by gradient boosting
Adjacent normal tissue, which was sampled distantly from the tumor (e.g., �10cm apart), is expected to be tumor-cell free. We

used gradient boosting to train a classifier predicting malignant from non-malignant epithelial cells based on the source channel

type (tumor versus adjacent normal), in a 5-fold cross validation scheme. We separately trained two classifiers, one predicting

isTumor and another predicting isNormal, and used the geometric mean of the resulting probabilities as the final statistic. In sub-

sequent analyses, we considered epithelial cells from tumor channels with a predicted score greater than 0.75 to bemalignant, and

cells from normal channels with a predicted score < 0.25 to be normal epithelial cells. Overall, by this measure �95% of tumor

channel epithelial cells were predicted to be malignant, and 98% of normal channel epithelial cells were predicted to be non-ma-

lignant cells. The classifier predictions were highly concordant with those made by inferred copy number alterations with only

�11% of likely malignant cells showing no substantial copy number differences from normal (8% for MMRp, and 15% for

MMRd), and 2% of likely normal cells showing copy number differences (data not shown). Copy number alterations were only

determined for epithelial cells.

Identification of gene expression programs by NMF
To identify robust transcriptional programs, we adapted a consensus NMF procedure (Kotliar et al., 2019). We used as input the

weight components matrices (W matrices) from an NMF procedure that was run on 50-200 subsampled gene x cell subsets, as

described above (see section on Selection of variable genes, dimensionality reduction and clustering). We excluded outlier compo-

nents by sorting components by their cosine distance to the 20th nearest neighbor and excluding components with unusually high

distance by an elbow-based criterion. Next, we constructed a k-NN graph (k = 30), and identified clusters of highly similar compo-

nents in this graph using stability optimizing graph clustering (Delvenne et al., 2010), with an exponentially varied scale parameter (0.1

to 10). The components in each cluster were median-averaged into a single component, resulting in a shortlist of ‘‘consensus NMF’’

components. These were used as the initialization component matrix for a second round of NMF of all cells and highly variable genes

(as described in Selection of variable genes, dimensionality reduction and clustering). The above procedure was applied separately

to each top-level cell population and to epithelial cells from normal channels. For each cell type, this resulted in eight solutions, of

between 8-48 clusters corresponding to different choices of the resolution parameter. For each cell type, a single solution was

selected based on examination of the mean cluster silhouette, inflection of residual error graph, and by manual examination of

the top genes in the output programs.

To characterize the expression programs identified with this procedure, we used the top 150 genes in each of the components,

ranked by the following weighting scheme: For the ith gene and jth component we define the scaled weight as follows: WSij =

Wijmax
ksj

log
Wij + 1
Wik + 1 whereWik is the largest weight for gene i in the rest of the components, i.e., ks j. This weighting scheme prioritizes

for high weight (highly expressed; first term inWSij formula) and unique genes in each component (second term inWSij formula). For

the visualization of relative gene weights of each gene within a program as circle (as in Figures 2C, 2F, 3D, 3F, and 4D), weights were

scaled to [0,1] range.
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Identification of shared gene programs in malignant epithelial cells
To identify expression programs shared acrossmalignant epithelial cells, frommultiple individual patients, the above consensusNMF

procedure was first applied separately to malignant cells from each patient (cells from tumor channels and classified as malignant as

described above). For each patient a separate consensus NMF expression program set (Wmatrix) was generated, with the number of

programs chosen automatically based on the residual error graph. Next, a similar consensus approach was applied to the combined

list of all per-patient consensus NMF program sets (all W matrices, one per patient) as well as a set of 17 normal epithelial programs

(identified as described above - Identification of gene expression programs by NMF), in order to capture malignant and normal

epithelial programs in a single combined NMF solution. After this consensus clustering procedure had completed, NMF clusters

including one or more normal epithelial programs were excluded and the corresponding normal NMF programs were used in their

place. This was done for all specimens (resulting in 43 pEpi programs), and separately for MMRd and MMRp tumors (resulting in

29 pEpiTd and 32 pEpiTp programs, respectively; Table S4).

Calculating NMF transcriptional program activity
In order to calculate the NMF program activity matrix (H), we used non-negative least-squares (NNLS), solving the following equation

for thematrixH, H = argminH> 0jX �WHjF , given X andW, whereH is the ‘program activity’ matrix, k is the by cell matrix; X is the gene

by cell expression matrix, and W is the gene by k NMF expression program matrix. W was restricted to at most top 100 weighted

genes per NMF component (selected as described above - Identification of gene expression programs by NMF). In this way we

can calculate the activity values for any cell including cells not part of the original NMF procedure used to discover the program ‘‘dic-

tionary’’ (e.g., pEpiTd* in MMRp cells or in data from Lee et al. (2020).

Testing for covarying NMF expression programs
We calculated the co-variation of two programs A, B as the correlation (see below) between the vectors of their program activity

across the patients, where program activity is calculated by the cell type in which the program was initially defined (e.g., pTNI* pro-

grams in T/NK/ILC cells). We restricted this analysis to include only patients where at least 1,000 cells were captured and did not

consider stromal cells due to their low number per patient (stromal cells account for < 5% of all profiled cells). In order to capture

relationships between expression programs that are active in only a small number of cells, we calculated for each patient, cell

type, and expression program, the program activity values in this cell type at five quantiles (0.25 0.5, 0.75, 0.95, 0.99). We then calcu-

lated the Pearson correlation coefficient, R, for every pair of NMF programs, separately for each quantile across patients. The cor-

relation for each quantile was Fisher transformed (i.e., arctanh(R)) and the mean of the five values was used as a test statistic and

compared against a null distribution of mean Fisher transformed R values generated by permuting the patient ID assignment (and

keeping cell type, and overall NMF value distribution unchanged). A p value was calculated by counting how often the permuted

R is above the true observed R (p = (# R > R’)/(# permutations), and separately how often the permuted R is below the observed

R. The minimum of these (scaled by two) was taken as the outcome empirical p value statistic and reported at a Benjamini-Hochberg

FDR of 10%.We report the raw correlation at the 0.75 quantile and the adjusted R, calculated as the difference of mean true R values,

and the mean of permuted R values across 10,000 permutations. We constructed a signed weighted network from the pairwise

R values retaining only significant edges (FDR < 0.1).

Next, we discovered modules (‘hubs’) in the resulting network using a module detection algorithm for signed graphs (i.e., having

both negative and positive edges; Esmailian and Jalili, 2015). This method explores a space of solutions set by a resolution parameter

in the range 0.001 to 0.2, and a random-walk parameter (tau = 0.2), and outputs the optimal solution based on the Constant Potts

Model of graph modularity. We applied this method iteratively, and split modules if they were larger than 3 nodes and improved

the signed weighted modularity of the solution.

Constructing a network of expression program similarity
A network of expression program similarities was constructed for pTNI*, pS*, pM*, and pEpi* programs by calculating for every pair

of program genes a pairwise Jaccard similarity (i.e., for sets A and B J = |A intersect B|/|A union B|) of the top 50 program

genes (selected as described above - Identification of gene expression programs by NMF). The resulting similarity matrix

was used to construct a Gaussian kernel matrix (as in constructing a tSNE, with perplexity of 30 and a tolerance of 10�5). The kernel

matrix was filtered to retain the top 4% of value pairs to construct the final network, and visualized using a force-directed layout

algorithm.

Visualization of single cell profiles
We generated tSNE plots per compartment from NMF loading matrices, with a perplexity value of 30 and the Barnes-Hut approxi-

mationmethod (Van DerMaaten, 2014). A global tSNE of all cells was generated using Pegasuswith the default parameters and using

SVD for the preliminary embedding (v0.17.0; Li et al., 2020).

Identification of differentially expressed genes
Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified using a two-step procedure applied to the log(TP10K+1) values, first using a

Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Ranksum test, and then sorting genes by Wilcoxon statistic, and testing each of the top 1,000 genes for
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differential expression using a generalized linear mixed model using a normal distribution, with terms for the total UMI and the total

number of genes, and a fixed effect intercept term for each patient. We report the likelihood ratio Wald-test p value comparing this

model to one also including a categorical class term.

Genes were identified as differentially expressed in a particular set of cells if they met all of the following criteria: (1) Ranksum test

with a Benjamini-Hochberg FDR < 0.1; (2) Minimum expression in at least 5% of cells; (3) Area Under a Receiver Operating Curve

(AUROC) > 0.55, (4) 1.25 log fold change versus all other cells; and (5)Wald-test with a Benjamini-Hochberg FDR < 0.1. We included

tables for the top 100 significant genes (sorted by AUCROC), for immune, stromal and epithelial cells (Tables S2, S3, and S4).

Pearson residual calculation in contingency tables
Enrichment/depletion of particular cell clusters compared to adjacent normal colon tissue (as shown in Figures 2A, 3B, and S2B) were

determined using the Pearson residual. The Pearson residual is a measure of relative enrichment for cells in a contingency table. It is

calculated here as:R = obs�expffiffiffiffiffiffi
exp

p , where the expected value is calculated as the product of row and columnmarginal probabilities by the

total count.

Transcription factor target enrichment in gene expression programs
Transcription factor target gene predictions are aggregated from the following database: (1) Trrust (v2; https://www.grnpedia.org/

trrust/, retrieved April 2018; Han et al., 2018), (2) MsigDB (v.7.1; http://www.gsea-msigdb.org/gsea/msigdb/, retrieved March

2020; Liberzon et al., 2015), (3) RegNetwork web (http://regnetworkweb.org/, retrieved Jan 2019; Liu et al., 2015). TF target sets

were tested for statistical enrichment within the top genes of each program using the Fisher-exact test. A TF was considered a pu-

tative regulator of an NMF program if it showed significant enrichment (FDR < 0.1), had an overlap of at least 3 genes between the top

NMF program genes and TF targets, and if the TF gene expression showed a positive correlation with the respective NMF activity.

Preprocessing of bulk RNA-seq data from fibroblast and cancer cell line stimulation experiment
Reads were extracted from image files using bcl2fastq2 (v2.20.00). 2x67nt paired-end reads were mapped to the human genome

(GRCh37liftOver) using STAR v2.7.3a and TPM (transcripts per million) was calculated with RSEM v1.3.1. The resulting matrix

was log2(x+1) transformed for downstream analysis.

Preprocessing of microarray datasets
Microarray datasets were downloaded from GEO: GSE39582; Marisa et al., 2013; GEO: GSE13294; Jorissen et al., 2008) and pre-

processed in R to match probe IDs to gene symbols according to the specified microarray chip platform ‘‘[HG-U133_Plus_2] Affy-

metrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array’’ with chip definition table GEO: GPL570. For genes represented by multiple probes, the

mean value of all probes was taken.

Preprocessing of bulk RNA-seq from TCGA
Standardized RNA-seq expression data for TCGA-COADREAD (CRC) samples were downloaded fromGEO alongwith clinical anno-

tation tables (GSE62944; Rahman et al., 2015). We used log(TPM) values for downstream analysis.

Calculating gene signature scores in bulk expression datasets
We calculated gene signature scores to assess NMF program activities and fibroblast clusters in external bulk RNA-seq cohorts and

ISG/MHC-II scores in NanoString GeoMx data (Figure 7). We used the AddModuleScore function of the Seurat v3 R package (Butler

et al., 2018; Stuart et al., 2019). For each sample, this calculates the average expression of genes in the module subtracted by the

average expression of a randomly selected set of control genes with similar expression across the samples. As input to the function,

we used normalized expression as described above, and in each case, we used 200 random control genes.

For the NMF program scores, we used the top 150 weighted genes in each program (see Tables S2, S3, and S4). Gene signatures

for fibroblast clusters (Figure 3K) were:

d cS27 (CXCL14+ CAF): CXCL14, AGT, NSG1, MEST, EMID1, CST1, BMP4, WNT4, INHBA

d cS28 (GREM1+ CAF): COL10A1, GAS1, RSPO3, COL11A1, FAP, INHBA

d cS29 (MMP3+ CAF): MMP10, CCL20, IL1B, CSF2, STC1, INHBA

d Fibro all: C1S, LUM, DCN, RARRES2, COL1A2, C1R, COL6A2, COL3A1, MMP2, FBLN1, SERPINF1, COL6A1, COL6A3,

COL1A1, CTSK, TMEM176B, MFAP4, SPON2, PDGFRA, TMEM176A, PCOLCE, CFD, VCAN, TIMP1, AEBP1, LGALS3BP,

EMILIN1, LRP1, NUPR1, OLFML3, MEG3, FTL, CCDC80, NBL1, FTH1, CD63, LTBP4, IGFBP6, TIMP2, CLEC11A, CST3,

ECM1, IGFBP5, MRC2, SDC2, PLTP, CXCL14, EFEMP2, RHOBTB3, RP3-412A9.11.

Gene signature for MHC-II/ISG was (Figures 7D and 7E):

d ISGscore nanostring: HLA-DMA, HLA-DMB, HLA-DPA1, HLA-DQB1, PSMB10, PSMB8, PSMB9, TAP1, TAP2, TYMP, STAT1,

CXCL10, CXCL11, GBP1, GBP2, GBP4.
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Image analysis with HALO
Raw Vectra Polaris images for each slide were unmixed with inForm software (Akoya Biosciences), using an algorithm built on a

library of fluorescence spectra measured using single fluorophore labeled control slides. The unmixed multi-layer image TIFFs

from single fields of view were then stitched together fused into a single multi-layer pyramidal TIFF in Halo software (Indica Labs).

Tumor regions were manually annotated in Halo. The luminal margin was defined as the region 360 mm radially out into the tumor

from the line of outermost growth toward the lumen, and any tissue radially into the lumen was included in the luminal margin. Areas

of low tissue quality such as folds, tears, bubbles, edge artifacts, and necrotic tissue were excluded. The FISH-IF v1.2.2 Halo module

was used for cell segmentation and phenotyping. The resulting object dataframe was used for calculating phenotypic composition

and for further neighborhood and cluster analysis (described in Image analysis, neighborhood definition, and clustering). With the

exception of very highly expressed genes, ISH fluorescence was dot-like. The minimum unit dot area and intensity to define a

copy were empirically determined by a pathologist (JHC). Copies were recorded as a semiquantitative measure of expression in

the output dataframe. Copies were also binned into categories in accordance with recommendations from Advanced Cell Diagnos-

tics: 0, 1+ (1-3 copies/cell), 2+ (4-9 copies/cell), 3+ (10-15 copies/cell), and 4+ (> 15 copies/cell). All ISH probes were called positive if

they were category 1+ or above, with the exception of the secreted factors CXCL1, IL1B, and RSPO3, which were categorized as

positive if they were 4+.

Image analysis, neighborhood definition, and clustering
For each full slide microscope image, the object data generated with HALO was used to extract a neighborhood for each cell.

The neighborhood was defined as all cells within 100 mm and was characterized by: 1) the total number of cells in the

neighborhood; 2) the number of cells in the neighborhood from each of the following phenotypes: PanCK+, CXCL10/CXCL11+,

CXCL13+, IFNG+, CD3E+, CD3E+IFNG+, CD3E+CXCL13+, PanCK+CXCL10/CXCL11+, PanCK+CXCL10/CXCL11-, AllNeg; 3) the

mean andmedian distances to each of the cellular phenotypes, where the distance was set to 150 mm if no cells of a given phenotype

were found in the neighborhood; 4) the sum and max of the ‘Copies’ feature for each ISH stain: CXCL10/CXCL11+, CXCL13+,

IFNG+, CD3E+.

To identify ‘immune-foci’ versus ‘non-foci’ areas we used k-means clustering to cluster cells into two clusters (kmeans() functions

from R stats package v4.0.1 with parameters: k = 2, nstart = 10, iter.max = 10), where each cell was represented by the sum andmax

‘Copies’ features of its neighborhood. To ensure that clustering results are comparable across all 9 MMRp and MMRd images, the

data from all images was concatenated and clustered simultaneously. The cluster with fewer cells was labeled as the foci-cluster,

whichwas validated bymanual examination in all 9 images.We also performed k-means clustering after shuffling the cell ID-to-neigh-

borhood mapping and ensured that the percent of cells assigned to cluster 2 (i.e., considered foci) for the 9 images was significantly

lower (p = 0.003906, Wilcoxon signed rank exact test):

C132 C123 C110 C144 C139 C107 C126 C112 C103

3.25 8.83 3.22 0.47 0.15 2.12 0.15 0.06 0.33

0.06 2.40 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

The total number of cells per image and numbers of cells within or outside of foci are recorded in Table S7.
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Supplemental figures

Figure S1. Cellular composition of the scRNA-seq dataset and use of NMF and gene expression programs in our analysis pipeline, related to

Figure 1 and Table S1

(A) Number of cells in immune (T/NK/ILC, B, Plasma, Mast, Myeloid), stromal (Endothelial cells, Pericytes, Fibroblasts, Smooth Muscle cells, Schwann cells), and

epithelial (malignant in tumor and non-malignant in normal specimens) compartment per specimen.

(B) Number of cells per cluster (left) and fraction of cells from MMRd, MMRp, and normal specimens (right) within each cluster. Each specimen is indicated by a

different color shade and separated by a vertical black line.

(C) NMF is underlying cell type clusters, tSNE visualization, and the gene expression programs.

(D) Gene expression programs can be further analyzed in the indicated ways to predict upstream regulators, infer function, or associate the program with clinical

features. By calculating gene program activities in other scRNA-seq or bulk RNA-seq datasets, programs can be compared across studies. Clustering of co-

varying gene programs enables the prediction of multicellular interaction networks.
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Figure S2. The immune compartment in MMRd and MMRp CRC, related to Figure 2 and Table S2

(A) Heatmaps showing selected unbiased and well-established marker genes for immune clusters as mean expression in normalized log2(TP10K+1). Clusters

with differences in frequency between MMRp and MMRd tumors with Kruskal-Wallis false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05 are marked with *. A comprehensive list of

DEGs for each cluster can be found in Table S2.

(B) Changes in immune cell clusters inMMRp andMMRd tumors relative to adjacent normal tissue, showing frequency of immune cells (dot size) and enrichment/

depletion (Pearson residual, colored squares). Clusters with differences in frequency betweenMMRp and MMRd tumors with Kruskal-Wallis false discovery rate

(FDR) < 0.05 are marked with *.

(C) tSNEs showing pTNI06, pTNI08, pTNI16, and pTNI18 program activities on the global tSNE. The location of T cells is indicated in green (right).

(D) Gene signature score for pTNI16 and pTNI18 in MMRd andMMRp CRC in bulk RNA-seq fromGSE39582 and GSE13294 patient specimens (Mann–Whitney–

Wilcoxon test with **** for p%0.0001, *** %0.001, ** %0.01, * %0.05, ns for >0.05).
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Figure S3. Stromal remodeling in MMRd and MMRp CRC, related to Figure 3 and Table S3

(A) Heatmap showing selected literature based marker genes and differentially expressed genes for endothelial cell clusters as mean expression in normalized

log2(TP10K+1). Clusters with differences in frequency betweenMMRp andMMRd tumors with Kruskal-Wallis false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05 are marked with *.

A comprehensive list of DEGs for each cluster can be found in Table S3.

(B) As (A) for pericyte clusters.

(C) As (A) for fibroblast clusters.

(D) Serial section of the same area as in Figures 3I and 3L stained by multiplex RNA ISH/IF for smooth muscle markerMYH11-ISH, fibroblast marker COL1A1/2-

ISH, epithelial marker PanCK-IF, and endothelial marker VWF-ISH (left image). TheMMP3+CAFs surround VWF+ endothelial cells enclosing autofluorescent (AF)

red blood cells. H&E image (right) with dilated blood vessels (bright pink, marked with arrows). Scale bars: 100um.

(E) Representative multiplex RNA ISH/IF image of patient C103 showing CXCL14-ISH expression by both epithelial lining fibroblasts and the malignant epithelial

cells. Scale bar: 100um. tSNE shows CXCL14 expression in the malignant cells of patient C103 by scRNA-seq.

(F) Gene signature scores of cell type-specific DEGs forCXCL14+ CAFs,GREM1+ CAFs,MMP3+ CAFs, and all fibroblasts in MMRd andMMRp bulk RNA-seq of

patient specimens in GSE39582 and GSE13294. Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test **** for p % 0.0001, *** % 0.001, ** % 0.01, * % 0.05, ns for > 0.05.

(G) Representative multiplex RNA ISH/IF (as in D) image ofMYH11+ COL1A/2-negative muscularis mucosa below the base of the crypt in non-neoplastic colon

(left). H&E image (right) of the same region with arrow pointing to muscularis mucosa. Scale bars: 100mm.
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Figure S4. The epithelial compartment in adjacent normal colon tissue and MMRd and MMRp CRC, related to Figure 4 and Table S4

(A) Epithelial programs with significantly differential activities between MMRd and MMRp tumors in the scRNA-seq dataset (GLME FDR < 0.05 and > 1.5-fold

difference between means) scored in bulk RNA-seq from three external cohorts.

(B) Gene signature for the 43 epithelial programs in bulk RNA-seq from TCGA-CRC (COADREAD) patient specimens. Rows are ordered as in Figure 4B, columns

are clustered. Significant MMRd versusMMRp differences aremarkedwith * (Wilcoxon, two-sided with family-wise error rate corrected p% 0.05). Bar to the right

of the heatmap shows the number of most closely correlated programs (R90th percentile of correlations) based on program activities within scRNA-seq data

(yellow+gray) and number of those most closely correlated programs that are preserved in TCGA (yellow).

(C) Heatmap shows selected unbiased andwell-establishedmarker genes for normal epithelial cell clusters. A comprehensive list of DEGs for each cluster can be

found in Table S4.

(D) Transcriptional activities of epithelial programs within normal epithelial cell clusters.

(E) Similarity between epithelial gene programs andMMRd- andMMRp-derived gene programs based on cosine weight. Programs that only had closematches in

MMRd are marked in red, programs that only had close matches in MMRp are marked in blue. See also Table S4.
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Figure S5. Discovery of multicellular interaction networks in MMRp CRC, related to Figure 5 and Table S5

(A) Heatmap showing pairwise adjusted correlation of gene program activities (‘co-variation score’) across MMRp specimens (STAR Methods) using specimen-

level activities in T/NK/ILC, myeloid, andmalignant compartments. Significance is determined using permutation of patient IDs and is indicated with * (FDR < 0.1).

Densely connected modules (‘hubs’) are identified based on graph clustering of the significantly correlated edges.
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Figure S6. An inflammatory hub at the luminal surface of primary MMRd and MMRp tumors, related to Figure 6 and Tables S5 and S6

(A) Inflammatory hub 3, as discovered in MMRd, projected onto all MMRd and MMRp specimens from our scRNA-seq cohort (left; n = 35 MMRd, n = 29 MMRp),

MMRp specimens (middle) or (Lee et al., 2020) (right; n = 5 MMRd, n = 24 MMRp). Nodes respresent gene programs and the size of each node is proportional to

the log ratio of the respective mean program activity in MMRd or MMRp versus normal. Edge thickness is proportional to co-variation scores. Pink lines depict

positive, blue lines negative correlations. Non-significant edges are depicted as dotted lines.

(B) Multiplex RNA ISH/IF staining for neutrophil marker CD66b-IF, epithelial marker EPCAM-ISH, myeloid TYROBP-ISH, IL1B-ISH, and CXCL1-ISH and cor-

responding H&E images. Representative images of indicated CRC specimens (n = 4MMRd, n = 4MMRp) showing accumulations of neutrophils, IL1B andCXCL1

signals at the malignant interface with the colonic lumen, often nearby dilated vessels (marked with arrows) or in necrotic regions (as indicated). Note also that

neutrophils are sometimes observed directly within vessels (e.g., C103, inset). Scale bars: 50mm.
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Figure S7. A coordinated network of CXCL13+ T, myeloid, and malignant cells expressing ISGs, related to Figure 7 and Tables S5 and S7

(A) ISG/CXCL13 hub, as discovered in MMRd, projected onto all MMRd and MMRp specimens from our scRNA-seq cohort (left; n = 35 MMRd, n = 29 MMRp) or

Lee et al. (2020) (right; n = 5 MMRd, n = 24 MMRp). Nodes respresent gene programs and the size of each node is proportional to the log ratio of the respective

mean program activity in MMRd or MMRp versus normal. Edge thickness is proportional to co-variation scores. Pink lines depict positive, blue lines negative

correlations. Non-significant edges are depicted as dotted lines.

(legend continued on next page)
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(B) Multiplex RNA ISH/IF staining for epithelial marker PanCK-IF, T cell marker CD3E-ISH, CXCL10/CXCL11-ISH, CXCL13-ISH, and IFNG-ISH on 9 different

patient sections (MMRd n = 5: C110, C123, C132, C139, C144; MMRp n = 4: C103, C112, C126, C107). Cells were phenotyped using Halo software and clustered

by their neighborhoods (defined as 100 mm) into cells that are part of the foci or not (red and gray, respectively). Shown from left to right for each patient specimen

are an H&E section, fluorescent image, a computational rendering of the same section, the assignment to foci in the same section, the assignment of foci in the

whole slide scan and magnified fluorescent images of foci. Scale bars: 500 mm for second column, 50 mm for rightmost column.

(C) For each specimen (ordered by their scRNA-seq-based CXCL13 T cell activity) the fractions of CXCL10/CXCL11-positive PanCK-positive and CXCL10/

CXCL11-positive PanCK-negative cells within foci are shown. High CXCL13 T cell activity correlates with higher fractions of CXCL10/CXCL11-positive PanCK-

positive cells (Spearman correlation).
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